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ABSTRACT
Effective and appropriate implementation of health information systems assists with an
organization’s knowledge management. To enhance a user’s trustworthiness and full
adoption, a health information system needs to be dependable.  This chapter reviews
the different development methodologies available for engineering dependable
solutions and their application by citing two case studies as an example. Health
information systems cover a diverse set of applications. The focus in this chapter is on
the development of electronic health record systems, the importance of dependability,
and the relationship between dependability and data quality of the health record
systems.

INTRODUCTION
Knowledge management assists people to be more capable contributors to an

organization’s strategic plans (Wilson & Snyder, 1999). The success of an organization
depends on the quality of that knowledge. To support Knowledge management success-
fully, health information systems must provide both information and guidance to the
organizations.  Health information systems are complex and diverse.  They involve
computer-stored databases containing patient information to support medical order
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entry, results reporting, decision support systems, clinical reminders, the pharmacy
system, management information system, epidemiological surveillance system, commu-
nications and networking systems and other healthcare applications (Anderson &
Aydin, 1994; Wiederhold & Perreault, 1990). It is widely recognized within the health
industries that effective and appropriate usage of health information systems would
greatly assist in creation of successful knowledge-based organizations.

Health information systems either contain or make direct reference to sensitive
health data for individual patients. It is of utmost importance that such data is both secure
and free from error. Inaccurate or insecure information can be detrimental to the individual
and subsequently to the company or organization responsible. Any computer system
where failure could have an impact on a person’s health or be life threatening should be
regarded as a safety-related system (IEC 61508, 2000).  Privacy is now regarded as a
pertinent area of growing concern, as more health information is available electronically
online. Hence, it is essential to develop health information systems that can be trusted
and are dependable.  Such systems do not evolve over time but must be developed with
sufficient rigor using appropriate engineering methods.  To assist the reader in under-
standing what is required, this chapter will outline the essential criteria for developing
dependable systems and detail some recent experiences from relevant health information
case studies.  The development of successful knowledge management health information
systems will depend on how well these techniques are applied.

HEALTH INFORMATION SYSTEMS
 Health information systems cover a wide-ranging and diverse set of applications.

These include: electronic health record systems, hospital information systems, nursing
information systems, laboratory information systems, pharmacy systems, radiology
systems, patient monitoring systems, office systems, bibliographic retrieval systems,
clinical decision support systems, clinical research systems, medical education systems
and health assessment systems (Wiederhold & Perreault, 1990). It is difficult and could
be misleading to generalise across the full spectrum. Hence, this chapter will focus on
one of the key areas of development, the Electronic Health Record.

PURPOSES OF
ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORD

Schloeffel and Jeselon have categorised the purpose of Electronic Health Records
as either primary or secondary (Schloeffel & Jeselon, 2002).

Primary Purpose
Its primary purpose is to provide a documented record of care, by means of

communication among clinicians, contributing to the patient’s care for the benefit of
patient and clinicians. It will support the present and future care by the same or other
clinicians.
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